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Next Run No: 2034 
Date: 29 July 2019 
Start: Ringmore Way, Plymouth, PL5 3RX 
On Down: Seven Stars, Tamerton Foliot 
Hares: Raunchy and Chopper 
Scribe: Anyone’s guess 
 
This was an evening of firsts, for me anyway. For a start, l don’t recall a hash being set in 
this beautiful location, home to Slush and Jan. But more amazing was that we were then 
due to have a BBQ, and the heavens showed no sign of opening as they have on every 
other hash BBQ I've been to! 
 
We had a couple of hash virgins with us, in the form of Emma and James, friends of Alice 
(Glanville) from Swansea Uni. 
 
Slush started off with a few words of warning about tunnels and rope bridges on the hash 
route. It would also seem that the landowners, who had kindly (or foolishly) allowed Slush 
and us access to their land, had stipulated that all hashers should hold hands when 
crossing the rivers. I think we smelled a rat, but Slush has such an honest and 
trustworthy face that we set aside our doubts and launched off around the fields. 
 
The hash itself was largely uneventful, in that no one got lost ini tunnels, fell off rope 
bridges into ravines, and no hand holding was required due to the only water course 
encountered being about 2 foot across. The only hazard of note was the multitude of 
brambles that regularly ripped at our legs. 
 
So we arrived back at Slush’s gaff and looked around for the storm clouds, which still had 
not appeared. Omen had supplied his monster gas barbecue and Slush ably tossed our 
meat until it was ready, firm on the outside, soft and juicy in the middle. Add baps and 
some sauce, and everyone seemed happy. 
 
Jan had knocked up some amazing spicy spuds, and l extracted from her the special 
recipe. She did however swear me to secrecy, such that l am not permitted to share the 
details with you, so you'll have to ask her nicely yourself. 
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